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In the presence of weak right-handed currents the GIM suppression becomes less efficient in the effective AS = 2 ope- 
rator. Therelbre new features arise and have to be taken into account when applying strong radiative corrections. We de- 
termine these QCD corrections to the AS = 2 operator on the leading log level and (in contrast to the standard model) find 
a sizeable enhancement. If one ascribes CP violation to the presence of right-handed currents, then the parameter e will en- 
joy the same enhancement. We show however that e' is increased in a similar way ; the ratio e'/e is therefore not significantly 
affected. 
1. Introduction. Previous studies have shown us 
that QCD short distance corrections can prove to be 
very significant in weak processes involving right- 
handed currents [ 1,2]. Since K 0 - ~ 0  mixing has re- 
cently been advocated as a very sensitive probe for 
the presence of right-handed currents [3] it is impor- 
tant to study the radiative QCD corrections to this 
process. Our analysis is also motivated by the well- 
known possible relevance of right-handed currents for 
CP violation. 
We will see below that strong radiative corrections 
do affect K 0 - I (  0 mixing; however they will not affect 
significantly the estimate of e'/e in those models. 
The paper will be organized as follows: in section 
2 we will discuss K 0 _~0  mixing in the presence of 
right-handed currents and gluon exchanges spelling 
out some of the technical details involved when ap- 
plying renormalization arguments; in section 3 we 
summarize briefly CP violation mechanisms in those 
weak models and show how in particular the ratio e'/e 
is affected by strong radiative corrections; section 4 
contains our conclusions. 
2. The contribution of right-handed currents to 
K ° - I (  0 mixing has been shown to be greatly enhanced 
for three reasons [3]: 
(i) There are more graphs. 
(ii) Matrix element enhancements due to PCAC ge- 
nerate factors ~(mK/mS)2  where m K (mS) denotes 
the kaon (strange quark) mass. 
(iii) a less efficient GIM suppression leads to large 
logarithmic contributions ~ log (M 2 / m  2). 
This last reason leads to the importance of mo- 
2 < p 2  <M2w when integrating over the in- menta m c 
temal loop in the familiar box diagram. This is in 
marked contrast to the standard model where mo- 
mentap  2 ~ m 2 o r p  2 "" m 2 are dominant.  This cir- 
cumstance, while making renormalization group argu- 
ments more reliable, forces us at the same time into a 
more careful identification and subsequent integra- 
tion of QCD logarithms. A similar situation was en- 
countered and nicely discussed by Vysotskii in the 
context of the standard model [4] when a mixed top 
and charm exchange is considered inside the box dia- 
gram. 
We will limit our discussion to the four-quark 
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model since it "already exposes all the new features 
and inclusion of  the top quark does not significantly 
modify the numerical results. 
To calculate strong radiative corrections to the ef- 
fective AS = 2 operator one has first to identify those 
graphs which lead to large logarithms when applying 
QCD corrections. Using as usual the Landau gauge for 
gluons to reduce the number of relevant diagrams we 
fred three types of  such graphs as shown in figs. l a -  
lc, which will now be discussed in turn. (One easily 
checks that no contribution arises from the exchange 
of  a gluon between two s or two d lines.) 
The corrections due to diagrams as shown in fig. 
la can be interpreted as integrals involving multiplica- 
tively renormalized local operators O~ and O~ which 
are familiar from the standard model [ 1 ] : 
- 
[R ] [R, d[~] 7UU[RLI 
-+d[L]TuS[L]fi[L ]7  U{L ] (2.1) 
Large logarithms are produced by integrating the 
gluon momentum q2 from the quark momentum p2 
up to M2L or M 2 respectively. 
The graph in fig. lb contains a renormalization of  
the charm quark mass which - after an appropriate 
subtraction - can give a potentially large logarithm 
forq2  > p 2 .  
Finally, the gluon loop in fig. lc leads to the same 
anomalous dimension as a mass renormalization and 
can give a large logarithmic contribution for ~2 < q2 
< p2, where ~ is the (virtual) mass of  the external 
q -q-. 
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Fig. 1. The non-vanishing one4oop gluon corrections to the 
AS = 2 operator containing W L and W R exchange. 
quark fields. Due to the weaker GIM suppression the 
whole range M 2 > p 2  > m 2 with p being the internal 
quark momentum contributes significantly to the in- 
tegral; we will therefore neglect the range rnc 2 > p2 > 
#2 in what follows since it will be of  minor numerical 
importance. We use the following notation : (We pull 
out a factor of  In (M2/m 2) to factorize the non-radia- 
tive correction result.) 
~°eLfl~aS : 2) = 2 2 2 (GF/4~r )8m c 
X sin 0L sin 0L cos0L cos0 R 
× (M2/M2)In (M2/M2)ILR {OLR + ORE) ,  (2.2) 
where 0L, O R are the left and right-handed Cabibbo 
angles. 
OLRtRL] = (dRIL] SL[RI) (dL[R] SR[L]) , (2.3) 
1 - - +  1 - - - -  
_3 r++ _ k ~LR ~ + ~ Ii~ R (2.4) /LR -~'LR -- ILR • 
The ULR contain the QCD corrections and the bare 
contribution. Using the well known expression for the 
QCD coupling (2.5) 
as(R2 ) = [127r/(33 - 2Nf)]/log(k2/A 2) (k 2 ~ A2), 
and applying the renormalization group in the usual 
fashion to exponentiate one-loop results we obtain 
p2 
I~R [in(ML/mc)]-, J 2  2 r (p2-_-rn2)2 
X [C~s(p2)/c%(M2)l~ti[Ots(p2)/~s(M2)]'q 
X [~s(.p2)/OCs(/.t2)] 2"tm [OCs(.p2)/OCs(m2)] 2"rm dp2 ,  
(2.6) 
with 
i,j = +-, 3 , + = - 2 / b ,  "[_ = 4]b, 
23, m = - 8 / b ,  b = 11 - ~ N f .  (2.7) 
Since the integrals over p are logarithmically diver- 
gent for ML--* ~ already in the absence ofgluon cor- 
rections, one is not allowed to pull the factors %(p2) 
cx (logp2)--1 outside the integral by writing them as 
%(m2) .  Performing the integrations in (2.6) one finds: 
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ILR = [%~2)°~s(m2c)/a~(M2)124/25 
X {2  [as( M2)/°~s(M2)]6/25( 1 -[°~s(M2)/°~s( m2)] 17/5) 
- 1-~ (1 - [oq(M2)/as(m2)] 67/2s) 
X ([O~s(M2R)/OLs(M2)] -12/25 + [O~s(M2R)/O~s(M2L)]6/25) 
+ ~ [~s(M2)/%(M~)]- 12/25 
X ( 1 -  [O~s(Mb/as(m2)]49/25)} 
X In (M2/122)/ln (M2/m2), (2.8) 
where we have assumed four active flavors. 
Allowing the QCD parameter A to vary between 
100 MeV - as suggested by OCD sum rules and by 
the AI  = 1/2 rule - and 250 MeV - as extracted from 
deep inelastic data - we obtain 
ILR = (3 ... 8 ) ,  (2.9) 
where the smaller value o f  A corresponds to the smaller 
numerical coefficient. These values are quoted for 
M R ~ 10M L but do not depend strongly on this ratio. 
Thus we find that gluon corrections produce a sizeable 
if not large enhancement of  the effective AS = 2 ope- 
rator. 
So far we have neglected contributions due to 
WL--W R mixing (fig. 2); the graph in fig. 2a is subject 
only to the weaker GIM suppression as it was discuss- 
ed for the diagrams in fig. 1 and is therefore more im- 
portant than the graph in fig. 2b experiencing the full 
GIM suppression. We feel justified in ignoring these 
two contributions to the K0-K, ° transition since they 
are of  second order in the W L - W  R mixing angle ~ on 
which an upper bound of  at most a few percent can 
be placed [2]. 
3. Although W L - W  R mixing cannot yield signifi- 
cant contributions to the K0-K. 0 transition, it could 
prove very important for the phenomenon of  CPvio- 
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lation, in particular in the ratio e'/e measuring on- 
shell versus off-shell CP violation in the K 0 _~0  system. 
It has indeed been argued that both algebraic [5,6] 
and "kinematical" [6,7] effects can be employed to 
turn left-r ight  symmetric models effectively into 
superweak models. 
The "kinematical" argument is essentially based 
on the above mentioned enhancement of  AS = 2 con- 
tributions in lef t-r ight  models, already before gluon 
corrections are included: any imaginary part due to 
phases appearing in the fight-handed sector is enhanc- 
ed exactly like the real part of  the graph. AS = 1 tran- 
sitions in the absence OfWL-W R mixing enjoy no 
such enhancements; assuming only one phase to be 
present (or that all phases are of the same order) one 
can then estimate for the value of  e'/e: 
e'/e = 2 -1/2 IAol - I I m A  2 
(3.1) 
= 2-1/2(M 21/~101 ) Ia2 I-1 I m a  2 = 2-1/22A6(EF)-l, 
where A I denote the amplitudes leading to isospin I 
in the final state and EF" stands for the enhancement 
factor present in the AS = 2 matrix element. Using 
the calculated value [3] EF ~ 4 0 0  one gets 
e'/e ~ 10 .4  . (3.2) 
It has been advocated the W L - w  R mixing, which 
besides its angle ~ could also contain a complex phase, 
would not change this almost superweak prediction 
very much [6,7]. It is this claim we want to analyze 
in more detail now. In particular, ref. [7] estimates 
e'/e ~< 10 -3 in a specific model, before QCD correc- 
tions. 
The relevant operator is shown in fig. 3. Its real 
part vanishes if the Cabibbo angles in the left- and in 
the right-handed sector are the same; however if there 
is a complex phase ¢ present, the imaginary parts add 
up. Inspection of  the diagram reveals that decays 
leading to arr 0 in the final state will enjoy a matrix 
L R L L 
 W_-i -o 
R L R R 
a b 
Fig. 2. Contr ibut ions  to the AS = 2 operator  due to WL-W R 
m ixing. 
U 
Fig. 3. aS = 1 operator due to WL-W R mixing with gluon 
correction. 
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element enhancement F 1 due to PCAC with 
F 1 = m2/½ (mu + md)m s ~ 2 0 .  (3.3) 
ImA 2 (the A I  = 3/2 decay amplitude) and thus e '  
will be increased proport ional ly.  This was already re- 
cognized in ref. [7] and leads to the estimate 3.2. 
OCD corrections to this operator ,  as indicated in fig. 
3, are very important .  As pointed out  by Altarelli  and 
Maiani [ 1 ] the multiplicatively renormalized operators 
are 
O 1 = 2[sin 0 L cos0 R (dRSL) (ULUR) 
+ Sin O R cos0 L (dLSR) (URUL)] , 
and 
O 8 = 12 [sin 0 L cos0R(d  R ~ ~.i SL) (UL~ iUR) 
- 1 
+ sin0 R c o s 0 L ( d L ~ . S R ) ( U R ~ k i U L ) ]  , (3.4) 
with anomalous dimensions 71 = 24/25 and 78 = - 3 /  
25 ; the effective lagrangian then become 
OLR = 2 - 1 / 2 G F ( - s i n  tj) 
eff 
× (~ [%(taE)/%(M2L)] vl O 1 
+ O8 . (3.S) 
Thus there is a second enhancement factor F 2 ~- 3...8 
due to QCD corrections. The combined effect o f F  1 
and F 2 would bring the estimate o f  e'/e, eq. (3.2), 
into the percent range - were it not  for the QCD cor- 
rections which also enhance e as discussed in section 
2. Therefore we f'mally estimate 
le'/elLR+QCD ~ few X 10 -3  . (3.6) 
4. We can draw three main conclusions from our 
results presented in the two preceding sections: 
(1) QCD radiative corrections are very sizeable 
when right-handed weak currents are included. 
(2) They increase the strength of  the AS = 2 effec- 
tive operator  thus making the bound on MWR obtain-  
ed from it [3] even more restrictive. 
(3) Although they increase estimates both o f  e' 
and o f  e considerably they do not  modify their ratio 
very much.  Therefore mechanisms evoked in the 
weak sector to ensure 
[e'/elLR ~ f e w  × 10 -3 , 
will still work even after inclusion o f  QCD corrections. 
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